Slim Susie

21 Jul - 2 min - Uploaded by Hoodad Slim Susie Swedish Comedy. Slim Susie (The Trailer). Hoodad Loading
Unsubscribe.The brother of a former beauty queen discovers that his angelic sister is far from the innocent beauty he
thought in this breakneck black comedy.Slim Susie is a beneficiary of this cinematic crosspollination. Our hero, Erik (
Jonas Rimeika), leaves his small town when the local cinema fails.Slim Susie. 16+ 1h 36m. A Stockholm urbanite
returns to his hometown to locate his missing beauty-queen sister, only to find that she's nothing like the girl .Slim Susie
is not your typical Swedish sex, drugs, and crime comedy. In a quaint rural village filled with small town madness,
former beauty queen Susie (Tuva.Slim Susie Slim_Susie. Smala Sussie. Dir: Ulf Malmros. Erik has to return to the rural
village where he grew up, when he is told that his younger sister Sussie.When Erik, a Stockholm urbanite, learns that his
beauty-queen sister, Susie, is missing, he goes to their country roots to look for her. But after talking to the.(aka 'Slim
Susie'). directed by Ulf Malmros Sweden Slim Susie is not your typical Swedish sex, drugs, and crime comedy. In a
quaint rural.Nordic Film Autumn Cast: Kjell Bergkvist, Malin Morgan, Mikael Nyqvist, Tuva Novotny Director: Ulf
Malmros. The film is set in a small industrial town in.Att Plejmo you stream movies in awesome quality without a
subscription. Rent Slim Susie for only 39 kr now!.Slim Susie is cleverly written. Fully aware that it's going to spend a
lot of time dealing with seemingly unrelated events and characters, it starts.Buy Slim Susie (Smala Sussie) [DVD] by
Tuva Novotny from Amazon's Movies Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.A man (Jonas
Rimeika) uncovers shocking truths while searching for his sister ( Tuva Novotny).Tell us where you are. Looking for
movie tickets? Enter your location to see which movie theaters are playing Slim Susie near you. ENTER CITY, STATE
OR ZIP.SLIM SUZY. by Ulf Malmros. synopsis. A gangster comedy set in a industrialized part of the countryside. Erik
returns to his old hometown in search of his little.Explore Michael's board "Slim susie" on Pinterest. Find more movies
like Slim Susie to watch, Latest Slim Susie Trailer, A young man returns to his hometown.
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